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MIT Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Interface, Branden Hookway, In this
book, Branden Hookway considers the interface not as technology but as a form of relationship
with technology. The interface, Hookway proposes, is at once ubiquitous and hidden from view. It is
both the bottleneck through which our relationship to technology must pass and a productive
encounter embedded within the use of technology. It is a site of contestation -- between human and
machine, between the material and the social, between the political and the technological -- that
both defines and elides differences. A virtuoso in multiple disciplines, Hookway offers a theory of the
interface that draws on cultural theory, political theory, philosophy, art, architecture, new media,
and the history of science and technology. He argues that the theoretical mechanism of the
interface offers a powerful approach to questions of the human relationship to technology.
Hookway finds the origin of the term interface in nineteenth-century fluid dynamics and traces its
migration to thermodynamics, information theory, and cybernetics. He discusses issues of subject
formation, agency, power, and control, within contexts that include technology, politics, and the
social role of games. He considers the technological augmentation of humans and...
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This publication is definitely worth getting. I actually have go through and so i am sure that i will gonna read through again yet again later on. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Ha ilee Ar m str ong  I-- Ha ilee Ar m str ong  I

It in a single of the best pdf. it had been writtern quite properly and beneficial. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Mr . Ma xim o Johns-- Mr . Ma xim o Johns
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